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Analysis of the Electronic Structure of Non-Spherical Ligand-Protected Metal Nanoclusters: The Case of a Box-Like Ag$_{67}$
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ABSTRACT: In this work we introduce a new strategy to investigate the electronic shell structure of ligand-protected metal nanoclusters of polyhedral core shape. The central idea is to identify the symmetry of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of an atomistic structure based on their projection onto the electronic states of a jellium system with a similar shape of the background charge density. Herein, we study the connection between a reduced atomistic model of the recently reported box-like [Ag$_{67}$(SR)$_{32}$(PR$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ nanocluster and a jellium box consisting of 32 free electrons. With this approach, we determine the symmetry of electronic states of the metal core and identify those that are involved in the lowest metal-to-metal electronic transitions. Furthermore, we define a new transition selection rule for ligand-protected metal nanoclusters with rectangular cuboid-like core. This rule differs from the one of a particle in an infinitely deep 3D potential well. The approach presented here is complementary to the angular momentum analysis of "superatom orbitals" of spherical or near spherical metal nanoclusters and opens the
door to understand and predict the electronic properties and stability of several existent and new ligand-protected metal nanoclusters with non-spherical cores.

INTRODUCTION

Valence electrons of small 1-2 nm sized metal nanoclusters consisting of less than a few hundred atoms are often delocalized over the full cluster volume, leading to quantized valence electron states.\textsuperscript{1–4} The size and the shape of the confinement strongly affect the energies and symmetries of these states. Occupying the states by the Pauli principle gives a sequence of electron-shell-closing numbers, which for spherical or near-spherical systems resemble closely to shell-filling numbers of ordinary atoms. Hence the terms of “artificial atom” or “superatom” have been used in the context of cluster physics already for a long time.\textsuperscript{1–5} Despite the stability factors, the low coordinated atoms at the surface of small nanoclusters tend to react with foreign atoms and molecules especially in non-closed shell nanoclusters.\textsuperscript{6–8} Less reactive surfaces can be achieved with ligated metal nanoparticles that all have a common structure of a metallic core overlaid by organic molecules such as thiols, phosphines, and alkynyls. Synthesis of the ligated metal nanoclusters can be made with molecular precision and the choice of ligands affects their overall structure, size and physical, chemical, and biological properties.\textsuperscript{9–16} As a consequence of the stabilizing factors from the metal-ligand interface, ligand-protected metal nanoclusters can be very stable also in non-spherical shapes.\textsuperscript{17–20} Developments in synthesis of stable non-spherical shaped nanoclusters extend the already vast variety of intriguing properties of these systems to be used in different applications.

Häkkinen and collaborators\textsuperscript{21,22} laid out two principles concerning both the geometric and electronic structure of ligand-protected metal nanoclusters in 2006-2008. First, the atomic
structure of these clusters can generally be understood by the “Divide and Protect” concept, whereby the metal atoms (\(M\)) could be found in the cluster in two chemical (formal oxidation) states, in the neutral state in the central metal core and in +1 state if bound to electron-withdrawing ligands (\(X\)) inside the ligand layer. Second, as the chemical formula of these clusters can be written in a simplest form as \((M_mX_xL_s)^q\) where additionally \(L\) denotes a weakly (coordinating) bound ligand and \(q\) a possible overall charge of the cluster, the number of the “metallic” (“free”) electrons \(n\) in the system can be calculated simply from the equation

\[
n = m - x - q
\]

when \(M\) is assumed to be a monovalent metal and \(X\) a one-electron withdrawing ligand. Generalisation of the equation to multivalent metals and ligands is straightforward.

The number of electron withdrawing ligands and the number of valence electrons of metal atoms in the nanocluster determine thus the electronic structure which includes, among all, the superatomic orbitals delocalized over the metallic core. For the spherical nanoclusters, electronic shells close when the free valence electrons of the superatom system equals to magic numbers 2, 8, 18, 34, 58, 92, 138,... indicating increased electronic stability. For a spherical ligand-protected nanocluster the projection of the electron states onto spherical harmonics directly reveals their superatomic nature. Up to date, the applicability of this approach has been restricted to spherical symmetry, hence to spherical and close-to-spherical nanoclusters.

Recently, several ligand-protected metal nanoclusters have been reported which are far from spherical shape. As an example, Alhilal y et. al. synthesized an unprecedented box-like shaped silver nanocluster formed by 67 Ag atoms (Ag67) protected by thiol and phosphine ligands. This new nanocluster, formulated as \([\text{Ag}_{67}\text{(SPhMe}_2\text{)}_{32}\text{(PPh}_3\text{)_8}]^{3+}\), has been fully characterized by X-ray diffraction and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).
authors attribute the shape and stability of the cluster partly to the thiols, but most importantly to the phosphine ligands at each corner of the box. They also reported the optical spectrum of this \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SPhMe}_2)_{32}(\text{PPh}_3)_8]^{3+}\) compound which shows highly structured absorption peaks in the visible region. Their results underline the importance of the protecting ligands in determining the shape and size of the cluster core.

In this work, we extend the analysis of electronic shells of spherical superatoms to nonspherical shapes. The idea is based on the projection of the molecular orbitals of the atomistic cluster onto quantum states of a jellium system with similar background charge density as in the metal core of the real system. Using this approach we analyze the symmetries of the electronic states for the box-like \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SPhMe}_2)_{32}(\text{PPh}_3)_8]^{3+}\) nanocluster using a simplified \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) model. Moreover, we analyze the electronic transitions related to the absorption peaks of the highly structured optical spectrum and obtain a new transition selection rule for ligand protected metal nanoclusters with rectangular cuboid-like core. In contrast to the transition selection rule for a particle in a 3D infinite potential well, this new rule considers the effect of the electron-electron interactions and the finite potential well of the real nanoclusters.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The electronic structure calculations of both the atomistic \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) and the jellium models were performed using the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method as implemented in the GPAW code-package (grid-based projector-augmented wave method). The wave functions were represented by using a real-space with grid spacing of 0.2 Å. The coordinates of the atomistic model were built from the experimental \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SPhMe}_2)_{32}(\text{PPh}_3)_8]^{3+}\) crystal structure by replacing the true ligands with the -SH and -PH3 groups. All the atomic positions
in the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^3^+$ model were optimized using the convergence criterion of 0.05 eV/Å as a maximum value for the forces acting on individual atoms.

Based on the electron count formula for ligand protected nanoclusters\textsuperscript{22} the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SR})_{32}(\text{PR}_3)_8]^3^+$ system consists of 32 superatom electrons ($n = 67 - 32 - (+3) = 32$), since the phosphine ligands do not withdraw or donate electrons to the system. The jellium model was therefore designed as 32 electrons confined in an ion density box of the same shape and dimensions as the metal core of the atomistic model (see Figure 1). To take the effect of the ligand layer into account in the jellium model, an ion charge of $+44e$ was used to yield an effective charge of $+12e$ ($+44e - 32e = +12e$, $e$ stands for the positive unit charge). The value $+12e$ was obtained from the Bader charge analysis\textsuperscript{25} by taking the sum of the atomic charges of the sixty-seven silver atoms in the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^3^+$ cluster.

The ground state calculations for the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^3^+$ and jellium models were performed using the Kohn-Sham formulation of the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in GPAW. The exchange and correlation energy for the atomistic calculations was approximated by using the generalized gradient-corrected PBE\textsuperscript{26} functional. The jellium calculations were performed using local-density approximation (LDA)\textsuperscript{27} that, in contracts to the PBE functional, neglects the gradient of the electron density. Nevertheless, this effect is very small in jellium calculations since the gradients are relatively small.

To identify symmetry of the electronic states, the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of the atomistic model were projected onto the jellium states and the overlaps were calculated through the integrals $O_{ij} = \int \phi_i(\vec{r})\psi_j(\vec{r})d\vec{r}$, where $\psi_j(\vec{r})$ and $\phi_i(\vec{r})$are the sets of wave functions from the atomistic and jellium calculations, respectively (see more details in Supporting Information SI). The square of the overlap between $\psi_j(\vec{r})$ and $\phi_i(\vec{r})$ was used as a quantitative measure in
characterizing the symmetry of the atomic state. The nodal multiplicities in the jellium model were defined by visual inspection as \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) where \(n_x\), \(n_y\), and \(n_z\) indicate the number of nodes along the \(x\), \(y\) and \(z\) dimensions of the models shown in Figure 1.

The linear response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) was used to calculate the optical spectrum and the oscillator strengths of the individual transitions.\(^{28,29}\) The electronic transitions were analyzed using the transition contribution maps (TCMs) based on the time-dependent density functional perturbation theory (TD-DFPT)\(^{30,31}\) by using the photon with the same energy as the absorption peak of interest and a dipole moment \(\mu\) directed either along the longest dimension (\(z\)) of the metal core or along one of the shorter ones (\(y\)) (see Figure 1).

All the excited state calculations were performed using the PBE functional.

Figure 1. (Left) top and side views of the atomistic \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]\)^{3+} model. (Right) shape of the background density of the jellium model consisting of 32 electrons and a net charge of +12e. The dimensions of the jellium system correspond to the dimensions of the silver core in the atomistic model.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the optimized [Ag$_{67}$(SH)$_{32}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ nanocluster, the Ag-Ag bond distances are ~1% larger than the ones from the experimental structure. The S-Ag and P-Ag bonds however retained the same lengths (2.5 Å and 2.4 Å, respectively) as in the crystal structure. The comparison between the experimental and the calculated optical spectra shown in Figure 2, reveals that removing the phenyl ligands does not modify the main spectral features within the range of 650 – 1100 nm, but it significantly changes the spectrum at higher energy region. Moreover, the lack of the true ligands produces a blue-shifting of the spectrum by 87 nm as a consequence of the confinement of the electron density within the boundaries of the metal core. This was already reported in the paper of Alhilaly et al.$^{17}$

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** (black) experimental absorption spectrum of the [Ag$_{67}$(SPhMe$_2$_)$_{32}$(PPh$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ nanocluster, and (blue) the calculated spectrum of the [Ag$_{67}$(SH)$_{32}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ model. (Gray) the oscillator strength of individual transitions is plotted as delta-function-like peaks. The calculated spectrum is the sum of
Gaussian smoothed individual transitions (width of 0.05 eV). The oscillator strengths and calculated spectrum are red-shifted by 87 nm to compare the main spectral features with the experimental data.

To understand the nature of the molecular orbitals delocalized inside the metal core and to identify those that are involved in the electronic transitions with high oscillator strengths, we analyzed the symmetry of the electronic states formed in a jellium system of same charge density, shape, and size as in the metal core of the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster. The symmetry of the jellium states was determined by the number of nodes along the $x$, $y$ and $z$ dimensions of the jellium model. The total number of nodes is given then by the sum of the nodal multiplicities as $n_x + n_y + n_z$. The projection of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster onto the “clean” jellium states allowed us to identify the symmetry of the metal core states. This new method is comparable to the known approach of projecting the wave functions to spherical harmonics but allows studying also non-spherical nanoclusters. The assignment of the state symmetries is based on the weights given by the overlap integrals as described in the SI text. In Figure 3 we depict the shape and indicate the symmetry of nine occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO to HOMO-8, and HOMO-446), and fifteen unoccupied ones (LUMO to LUMO+13, and LUMO+17). The values (between 0 and 1) above the arrows correspond to the highest weights found from the square of the overlap integrals. Remembering that the overlap integrals were calculated for whole nanocluster including the ligand layer, the values between 0.19-0.67 in Fig. 3 indicate a good correspondence between the symmetries of the jellium state and the corresponding molecular orbital of the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster. In comparison, the states located between -1.0 eV and -2.25 eV show very low overlap values (below 0.08) to any of the jellium states. Therefore these states
are assigned as ligand states (LS). Exceptional case is observed for the molecular orbitals at -0.84 eV and -0.83 eV whose symmetry is uncertain. These two states together resemble the jellium state with nodal multiplicities (1,1,1), which seems to get split in the atomistic system.

**Figure 3.** (Left) occupied and (right) unoccupied Kohn-Sham states of the atomistic [Ag₆₇(SH)₃₂(PH₃)₈]³⁺ and jellium models located close to the HOMO-LUMO region. The energy and nodal multiplicities ($n_x$, $n_y$, $n_z$) of the states are indicated below and above the arrows. The weights of the overlap between the molecular orbitals and the jellium quantum states are indicated in bold letters above the arrow. The states with (2,0,1) and (1,0,3) symmetry are the HOMO and LUMO, respectively. The most spherical state with no nodes (0,0,0) is located 6.39 eV below the Fermi level (first in the list on the left).
The weights from overlap integrals were broadened (with a Gaussian function of width = 0.01 eV) and plotted as projected local density of states (PLDOS) for sets of electronic states with the same number of total nodes. The PLDOS and TCMs are plotted together in Figure 4 to gain insight into the metal-to-metal electronic transitions analyzed for the spectral peaks at 587 nm (2.11 eV) and 648 nm (1.91 eV). The excitation profiles were analyzed along the y- and z-dimensions of the atomistic model by using a laser field with dipole moment $\mu_y$ and $\mu_z$ in each respective case. The transitions are labeled with the letters A–N in the TCMs.
Figure 4. Transition contribution maps (TCMs) for the spectral features of the \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) cluster. The electronic transitions are analyzed by using photon energy of 2.11 eV (top) and 1.91 eV (bottom) and dipole moment \(\mu\) directed either along the \(\mu_y\) or \(\mu_z\) dimension of metal core. The bright spots labeled with the letters A-N highlight the strongest contributions. The PLDOS based on the overlap between the jellium states and the molecular orbitals of the \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) cluster are plotted below (occupied) and next to (unoccupied) the TCM. The colors indicate the total number of nodes. Gray shows the total density of states of the cluster. The arrow in the optical spectrum (bottom-right) points to the analyzed absorption peak. Note that the optical spectra shown in the bottom right part of each panel does not include the red-shift used in Figure 2.

The relative intensities of the electronic transitions (calculated with respect to the total intensity) are shown in percentages in Table 1. The results indicate that at 587 nm (2.11 eV), the most intense metal-to-metal electronic transitions (with relative intensity \(>7\%\)) occurring along the \(y\) dimension involve the states with nodal multiplicities \((2,0,1) \rightarrow (0,3,1)\), and \((0,2,1) \rightarrow (0,3,1)\). Using the same photon energy but a dipole moment oriented along the \(z\) dimension of the metal core, the strongest transitions are between the states with symmetries \((1,1,1) \rightarrow (1,1,2)\), \((2,0,0) \rightarrow (2,0,3)\), and \((0,0,3) \rightarrow (0,0,4)\). Similarly, for the absorption peak at 648 nm (1.91 eV) the transitions in the metal core along the \(y\) dimension involve the states with nodal multiplicities \((1,1,1) \rightarrow (3,0,0)\), \((0,2,0) \rightarrow (0,3,0)\), and \((1,1,1) \rightarrow (1,2,1)\), and along the \(z\) dimension the transitions are between the states with symmetries \((2,0,0) \rightarrow (2,0,3)\) (see Table 1). The electronic transitions for the spectral peaks at 751 nm (1.65 eV) and 928 nm (1.33 eV) are also analyzed and the results are provided in the SI (see Figure S1 and Table S1).
Table 1. Nodal multiplicities \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of the \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^3+\) nanocluster involved in the most intense electronic transitions. The transitions are analyzed for the absorption spectral peaks at 587 nm (2.11 eV) and 648 nm (1.91 eV) by using a laser field with the same photon energy and a dipole moment \((\mu)\) directed towards either the \(y\) \((\mu_y)\) or the \(z\) \((\mu_z)\) dimension. The letters from A-N refer to the bright spots shown in the TCMs. The values in the square brackets show the relative intensity (in percentage) of the transitions with respect to the total intensity. LS is used to indicate “ligand states”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy of the transition</th>
<th>Direction of the (\mu)</th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(D)</th>
<th>(E)</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(G)</th>
<th>(H)</th>
<th>(I)</th>
<th>(JK)</th>
<th>(LM)</th>
<th>(N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(2,0,1) (\rightarrow) (0,3,1) [7.5%]</td>
<td>(0,2,1) (\rightarrow) (1,1,2) [1.4%]</td>
<td>(0,2,1) (\rightarrow) (0,3,3) [14%]</td>
<td>(0,1,2) (\rightarrow) (2,0,2) [13%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (0,3,0) [17%]</td>
<td>(1,1) (\rightarrow) (3,0,0) [29%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (0,2,2) [42%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (1,2,0) [17%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (0,0,4) [0.3%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (0,1,3) [11%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (1,2,1) [5.3%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (3,0,0) [0.9%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z)</td>
<td>(1,1,1) (\rightarrow) (1,1,2) [23.9%]</td>
<td>(2,0,0) (\rightarrow) (2,0,3) [9.9%]</td>
<td>(0,0,3) (\rightarrow) (0,0,4) [9.9%]</td>
<td>(0,1,2) (\rightarrow) (0,1,3) [32.2%]</td>
<td>(1,0,2) (\rightarrow) (1,0,3) [3.0%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (0,2,3) [2.9%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (2,0,2) [2.8%]</td>
<td>(0,2,1) (\rightarrow) (0,2,2) [2.8%]</td>
<td>(0,1,2) (\rightarrow) (2,1,1) [0.7%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (1,0,3) [8.3%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (1,2,0) [1.6%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (0,2,2) [2.0%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>(1,1,1) (\rightarrow) (3,0,0) [29%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (3,0,0) [3.5%]</td>
<td>(0,1,1) (\rightarrow) (1,1,2) [1.4%]</td>
<td>(1,0,2) (\rightarrow) (1,1,2) [1.4%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (2,0,1) [1.3%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z)</td>
<td>(2,0,0) (\rightarrow) (2,0,3) [33.3%]</td>
<td>(0,0,3) (\rightarrow) (0,0,4) [6.1%]</td>
<td>(2,0,1) (\rightarrow) (2,0,2) [2.8%]</td>
<td>(0,1,2) (\rightarrow) (0,1,3) [21%]</td>
<td>(1,1,1) (\rightarrow) (1,1,2) [1.8%]</td>
<td>(0,2,0) (\rightarrow) (2,0,2) [1.8%]</td>
<td>(0,2,1) (\rightarrow) (0,2,2) [1.2%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (1,0,3) [19.4%]</td>
<td>(LS) (\rightarrow) (0,1,3) [16.3%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With exception of the cases that involve the states labeled with the (1,1,1) symmetry, in the metal-to-metal electronic transitions displayed in Table 1, the total number of nodes change from the ground state to the excited state by an odd number. Moreover, the number of nodes in the direction of the applied field changes by either ±1 or 3 and also, in many cases, by an even number in any of the other two directions. These results are partially in agreement with the transitions selection rule of a particle in an infinite 3D well model (see derivation in SI). The difference is that while the infinite well model predicts allowed transitions when only one node multiplicity changes (the one in the direction of the field) by an odd number, here we obtained that a simultaneous change by an even number in any of the other two nodal multiplicities is also allowed. The reasons for this are the electron-electron interactions and the finite potential well of the real nanocluster that cause a distortion of the wave functions leading to non-zero transition dipole moment integrals. This is illustrated in Figure 5 in an example that shows the wave functions of the states with symmetries (0,0,0) and (0,2,1) calculated from the atomistic and jellium models, and compares them with the analytical solutions of infinite 3D potential well. The product of the (0,0,0) and (0,2,1) states is plotted at the right side of the figure and the value of the integral relevant to the transition dipole moment (see SI) is also given for each case. Based on the infinite potential well model, transitions akin to (0,0,0) → (0,2,1) are forbidden since the integral over the product of the two curves is 0. However, in the jellium and atomistic calculations the integral does not vanish as a consequence of the distortion of the wavefunctions beyond the box borders, indicating that this type of transitions is allowed. The derivation of the transition selection rule for a particle in a 3D infinite well is contrasted with the selection rule of more realistic models in the SI text. Briefly, the results of that analysis can be summarized as
follows. The selection rules for an atomistic cluster with a box-like core shape become the following: (i) such transitions are forbidden where, in the direction of the electric field, the number of nodes is changed by an even number, (ii) in addition, such transitions are forbidden, where one other number of nodes changes by an odd number. In combination, this means that for an allowed transition, exactly in one direction (of the three possibilities) the number of nodes changes by an odd number. Thus, the sum of the nodal multiplicities changes by an odd number (since odd+even+even = odd).

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Wave functions for the mathematical, jellium, and atomistic models are plotted on the left for the states with symmetries (0,0,0) (in red) and (0,2,1) (in blue), and their product (in black) with the corresponding integral values are shown at the right. The curves are plotted along the $y$ axis. The dashed line and dashed-dotted lines indicate the center and the borders of the box-like models.
Since each delocalized state in the atomic cluster has either an even or an odd number of nodes in each direction $x, y, z$, there are in total 8 combinations. Non-zero transitions between the states can be organized in an octant-shape “topography map”, see Figure S2 that also demonstrates again the TCM analysis of the 2.11 eV absorption peak when the occupied and empty states are classified by (odd/even ; odd/even ; odd/even) combinations.

Although in this work we focus on the particular case of the box-like $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SR})_{32}(\text{PR}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster, the strategy presented here to analyze the electronic states of an atomistic structure based on their projection onto the states of a jellium system, is a general approach that can be applied to metal nanoclusters of any core shape or aspect ratio. As an example, a few recently reported ligand-stabilized noble metal nanoclusters have polyhedral core shapes such as bi-pyramidal or Ino’s decahedral shapes. Nodal symmetries of the states in the metal core in such cases can be expected to match better with jellium states in a volume of a similar background shape rather than spherical superatom angular momentum states.

Finally, we performed electronic calculations on two fictive box-like structures with equally good geometric stability and coordination as in the synthesized $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SPhMe}_2)_{32}(\text{PPh}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster. In these two systems a block of $\text{Ag}_{21}(\text{SH})_8$ atoms have been added or removed to/from the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ model to form the compounds with chemical formulas $[\text{Ag}_{46}(\text{SH})_{24}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ag}_{88}(\text{SH})_{40}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{2-}$, whose structures are shown in Figure 6. Based on the electron counting formula, the number of valence electrons in the former is 20, and 50 in the latter. For these two clusters we get HOMO-LUMO band gaps of 1.0 eV and 0.46 eV. This result may indicate even higher electronic stability compared to the known $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SPhMe}_2)_{32}(\text{PPh}_3)_8]^{3+}$ nanocluster whose HOMO-LUMO band gap is 0.36 eV. These results
could motivate the experimentalist to search for similar structures where the Ag$_{67}$ extends periodically to form clusters with different aspect ratios and even longer nanorod-like structures.

**Figure 6.** Side views of the (left) [Ag$_{46}$(SH)$_{24}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{2+}$, (middle) [Ag$_{67}$(SH)$_{32}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$, and (right) [Ag$_{88}$(SH)$_{40}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{2-}$ structures. The atoms within the dashed-frame indicate the Ag$_{21}$(SH)$_8$ block that is added or removed to/from the [Ag$_{67}$(SH)$_{32}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ model to build the fictive nanoclusters.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this work we introduced a new approach to analyze the electronic shell structure of metal nanoclusters of non-spherical shape. In this approach the symmetry of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of the atomistic structure is determined based on their projection onto the “clean” states of a jellium system of similar background charge density and dimensions as in the real system. We used this strategy to determine the symmetry of the electronic states of the box-like [Ag$_{67}$(SH)$_{32}$(PH$_3$)$_8$]$^{3+}$ nanocluster and to identify the states that are involved in the most intense metal-to-metal electronic transitions. As an outcome of this work we found that in real systems consisting of multiple electrons confined in a finite potential well, the electronic transitions are
governed by a slightly different transition selection rule from the one of a particle in an infinitely deep 3D well model. Particularly we found that in nanoclusters with rectangular cuboid-like core, such as in the \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) system, the electronic transitions are allowed when the nodal multiplicities in the direction of the applied field changes by an odd number, as predicted by the infinite well model, but also when the other nodal multiplicities change simultaneously by an even number, leading thus to an odd number for the overall change in the total number of nodes. The deviation of this new selection rule from the one of a particle in an infinite well model demonstrates the importance of the electron-electron interactions and the finite potential of the real nanoclusters in determining allowed transitions. Furthermore, all these results demonstrate the great potential of the new approach introduced here to investigate and understand electronic shell structure, optical properties, and stability of any non-spherical nanocluster, and even to do predictions for new electronically stable nanoparticles of non-spherical structures.
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Figure S1: Transition contribution maps for energies of 1.65 eV and 1.33 eV in the calculated optical spectrum of [Ag_{67}(SH)_{32}(PH_3)_8]^3+

Figure S2: Revision to the transition contribution map for energy of 2.11 eV with field direction z (along the long edge of the Ag core), with the PLDOS coloring referring to the nodal parities of the states

Table S1: The nodal multiplicities of the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions of [Ag_{67}(SH)_{32}(PH_3)_8]^3+ that are involved in the most intense electronic transitions with energies of 1.65 eV and 1.33 eV.

Technical discussion of overlap integrals and the selection rules for box-like systems.
**Figure S1.** Transition contribution maps (TCMs) for the spectral features of the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ cluster. The electronic transitions are analyzed by using photon energy of 1.65 eV (top) and 1.33 eV (bottom) and dipole moment $\mu$ directed either along the $y$- ($\mu_y$) or $z$- ($\mu_z$) dimension of metal core. The bright spots labeled with the letters A-I highlight the strongest contributions. The PLDOS based on the overlap between the jellium states and the molecular orbitals of the $[\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}$ cluster are plotted below (occupied) and next to (unoccupied) the TCM. The colors indicate the total number of nodes. Gray shows the total density of states of the cluster. The arrow in the optical spectrum (bottom-right) points to the analyzed absorption peak.
Figure S2. Transition contribution map (TCM) for 2.11 eV transition with field direction along the longest edge of the Ag core, shown with different coloring of the PLDOS than the other TCM plots. The TCM corresponds to the same transitions as the upper right TCM in figure 4 (main text) with the similar labels A-I. The colors now indicate the nodal parities for each state as shown in the upper right corner. The selection rules for the nodal parities are illustrated in the lower right corner, where the lines indicate the possible transitions, for example between green and red, which denote the even-even-odd and even-even-even nodal structures, respectively. Also, the field direction in each type of allowed transition is shown, that is the direction where the parity of the nodal structure is changed. Therefore, for this TCM only the transitions with the label z are relevant. The gray area in the PLDOS, labelled as “all”, refers to the nodal multiplicities with the total number of nodes more than 6.
**Table S1.** Nodal multiplicities \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of the \([\text{Ag}_{67}(\text{SH})_{32}(\text{PH}_3)_8]^{3+}\) nanocluster involved in the most intense electronic transitions. The transitions are analyzed for the absorption spectral peaks at 751 nm \((1.65\ \text{eV})\) and 928 nm \((1.33\ \text{eV})\) by using a laser field with the same photon energy and a dipole moment \((\mu)\) directed towards either the \(y\) \((\mu_y)\) or the \(z\) \((\mu_z)\) dimension. The letters from A-I refer to the bright spots shown in the TCMs. The values in the square brackets show the relative intensity (in percentage) of the transitions with respect to the total intensity. LS is used to indicate “ligand states”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy of the transition</th>
<th>Direction of the (\mu)</th>
<th>A ((0.1,2)\rightarrow(0.2,2))</th>
<th>B ((0.2,0)\rightarrow(0.3,0))</th>
<th>C ((0.2,1)\rightarrow(0.1,1))</th>
<th>D ((0.0,3)\rightarrow(0.1,3))</th>
<th>E ((0.2,0)\rightarrow(2.1,0))</th>
<th>F ((1.1,1)\rightarrow(1.2,1))</th>
<th>G ((2.0,1)\rightarrow(1.3,1))</th>
<th>H ((0.1,2)\rightarrow(2.0,2))</th>
<th>I ((1.0,3)\rightarrow(0.3,1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.65 eV</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>([31.8%])</td>
<td>([11.4%])</td>
<td>([8.8%])</td>
<td>([3.5%])</td>
<td>([2.9%])</td>
<td>([2.6%])</td>
<td>([1.2%])</td>
<td>([1.2%])</td>
<td>([1.2%])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(z)</td>
<td>([24.7%])</td>
<td>([6.6%])</td>
<td>([4.2%])</td>
<td>([1.5%])</td>
<td>([1.0%])</td>
<td>([0.9%])</td>
<td>([14.8%])</td>
<td>([11.0%])</td>
<td>([6.4%])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.33 eV</td>
<td>(y)</td>
<td>([64.6%])</td>
<td>([19%])</td>
<td>([4.1%])</td>
<td>([1.6%])</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(z)</td>
<td>([22.5%])</td>
<td>([18.8%])</td>
<td>([13.8%])</td>
<td>([13.3%])</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
<td>([-]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The overlap integral of \( \phi_i(\vec{r}) \) and \( \psi_j(\vec{r}) \) that are the wave functions for state \( i \) from the jellium calculation and state \( j \) from the atomistic calculations, respectively, is evaluated as

\[
O_{ij} = \int \phi_i(\vec{r}) \cdot \psi_j(\vec{r}) \, d\vec{r}. \tag{S1}
\]

Because the jellium wave functions form a proper orthonormal basis, we can write the atomistic wave functions as their linear combination

\[
\psi_j(\vec{r}) = \sum_a c_a \phi_a(\vec{r}) \tag{S2}
\]

with \( c_a \) as the coefficients. Since this must be an orthonormal set (as the set of functions \( \psi_j(\vec{r}) \) is), we have the relation

\[
1 = \int \psi_j(\vec{r}) \cdot \psi_j(\vec{r}) \, d\vec{r}
= \int \left( \sum_a c_a \phi_a(\vec{r}) \right) \cdot \left( \sum_a c_a \phi_a(\vec{r}) \right) d\vec{r}
= \sum_a c_a^2 |\phi_a|^2
= \sum_a c_a^2. \tag{S3}
\]

Substituting the linear combination (eq. S2) to equation S1, we notice that the overlap integrals give the coefficients for the linear combination of state \( j \):

\[
O_{ij} = \int \phi_i(\vec{r}) \cdot \sum_a c_a \phi_a(\vec{r}) \, d\vec{r}
= \sum_a c_a \left( \int \phi_i(\vec{r}) \cdot \phi_a(\vec{r}) \, d\vec{r} \right)
= \sum_a c_a \delta_{i,a}
= c_i. \tag{S4}
\]
For the coefficients $c_i$ we know the property that the infinite sum of their squares equals to one (equation S3). The square of an overlap integral, $|O_{ij}|^2$, thus gives the weight of a jellium state $i$ for an atomistic state $j$.

**SELECTION RULES FOR SYSTEMS WITH BOX-LIKE SYMMETRY**

The transition dipole moment (TDM) for a transition between states $i$ and $f$ in the direction of the electric field $\hat{E}$ is defined as

$$\mu_{if} = \int \psi_f^*(x,y,z)(-e\hat{E} \cdot \vec{r}(x,y,z))\psi_i(x,y,z) \, dxdydz \quad (S5)$$

with $e$ as the elementary charge and $\vec{r}(x,y,z) = x\hat{e}_x + y\hat{e}_y + z\hat{e}_z$ as the position vector with the origin at the center of the box. For box-shaped systems, setting the coordinate axes to lie parallel to the edges of the system lets the integral of equation S5 be evaluated in terms of symmetry of the wave functions $\psi$ in order to manifest the selection rules for these systems.

While the wave functions for a box-shaped system must obey the same symmetry, they are either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the planes that cross the center of the system and whose normal vectors are parallel to the edges of the box. It also holds that the factor $\hat{E} \cdot \vec{r}(x,y,z)$ is antisymmetric with respect to the center of the box.

The trivial multiplication rules for symmetric and antisymmetric functions are the following:

- $\text{symmetric} \times \text{symmetric} = \text{symmetric}$

S7
• symmetric × antisymmetric = antisymmetric

• antisymmetric × antisymmetric = symmetric

The principle of the selection rules is that an integral of an antisymmetric function vanishes. Knowing the symmetries of the functions in eq. S5 as described in the last paragraph, we can determine if the total integrand becomes antisymmetric and if the integral therefore becomes 0. If the integrand is symmetric with respect to the origin, the integral can still vanish, but this only happens when the integral goes to zero both at the positive side and negative side, independently.

Let’s look at a system that has analytical solutions and that best describes the real system. The wave functions for a fermion in an infinitely deep, 3-dimensional potential well are described as

\[ \Psi(x, y, z) = \sqrt{\frac{8}{L_x L_y L_z}} \sin \left( \frac{n_x \pi x}{L_x} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n_y \pi y}{L_y} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n_z \pi z}{L_z} \right) \]  

(S6)

where \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) is the number of maxima along \((x, y, z)\)-axis and \((L_x, L_y, L_z)\) is the length of the potential well along \((x, y, z)\)-axis. Inside the box, the sinusoidal functions are symmetric wrt. the center \(L/2\) if the corresponding number of maxima is odd, and antisymmetric with an even number of maxima. For simplicity, let’s consider the field direction \(\hat{e}_x\). Then the TDM for these analytical states becomes

\[ \mu_{if} = \frac{-8e}{L_x L_y L_z} \int_0^{L_x} \sin \left( \frac{n_{x,f} \pi x}{L_x} \right) x \sin \left( \frac{n_{x,i} \pi x}{L_x} \right) \, dx \]
\[ \times \int_0^{L_y} \sin \left( \frac{n_{y,f} \pi y}{L_y} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n_{y,i} \pi y}{L_y} \right) \, dy \]
\[ \times \int_0^{L_z} \sin \left( \frac{n_{z,f} \pi z}{L_z} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n_{z,i} \pi z}{L_z} \right) \, dz \]  

(S7)

which indicates that if the number of maxima in direction \(\hat{e}_x\) changes by an even number, the integral for \(x\) goes to zero and the transition is forbidden (antisymmetric integrand).
Also, due to orthogonality of the sinusoidal functions, the integrals for $y$ and $z$ vanish if the maximum number in $\hat{e}_y$ or $\hat{e}_z$ changes at all. Generalizing the result for any field direction, we can conclude that for functions of the form of equation S6, only such electronic transitions are allowed where one of the maximum numbers $n_x$, $n_y$ and $n_z$ is changed by an odd number.

For real systems, the rule becomes different due to the electron-electron interactions and the finite depth of the potential well. There, the wave functions are not anymore restricted to the volume of the metal core but spilled outside while losing their strict sinusoidal form. The nodal structure is preserved, however: we can label each wave function (that is delocalized in metal) with the numbers of nodes along each coordinate axis as $(n_x,n_y,n_z)$. Note that we proceed by talking about nodes instead of maxima; the discussion ahead is valid for both cases since we are not dealing with the quantity itself but the change of the quantity in a transition, which is the same for nodes and maxima. Similar rules as for analytical solutions are valid considering antisymmetric integrands for real systems: If the node number in the direction of the field changes by an even number, the integrand becomes antisymmetric and the transition is forbidden. In addition, if the node number changes by an odd number in a direction that does not overlap with the field direction, the integrand becomes antisymmetric and the transition is forbidden.

The difference between real systems and the analytical solutions lies in transitions where one (or two) of the node numbers in a direction that is not the field direction changes by an even number. Both in real systems and in the analytical functions this results in a symmetric integrand, but in the case of the analytical solutions the integral vanishes.
because of the properties of sinusoidal functions. While modelling real systems, those integrals are not necessarily zero and the corresponding transitions are not forbidden.

Therefore, the selection rules for real systems with box-like symmetry become the following:

- Such transitions are forbidden where, in the direction of the field, the number of nodes is changed by an even number
- In addition, such transitions are forbidden, where another number of nodes changes by an odd number.

To generalize, in an allowed transition exactly one node number (of the three numbers along the edges of the box-like system) changes by an odd number. It follows that in an allowed transition the total number of nodes changes by an odd number (odd + even + even = odd).